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We introduce a notion for hypersurfaces in Rd+’ that is analogous to the 
chord-arc condition with small constant for curves in the plane. We give various 
equivalent operator-theoretic, function-theoretic, and geometrical characterizations 
of these surfaces. We not know any nice potential-theoretic characterizations. In a 
companion paper we address the issue of finding good parameterizations for these 
surfaces. ci;l 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
We want to study the analogue of chord-arc curves in the plane for con- 
nected hypersurfaces in Rd+ ‘. Recall that a rectifiable Jordan curve r in 
the plane (that goes to co) is called a chord-arc curve with constant K 
if Is- cl < (1 + K) [z(s) -z(t)1 for all s, t E R, with Z( +) an arclength 
parameterization of r. For these curves there are well-studied relationships 
between the geometry, the operator theory (e.g., behavior of the Cauchy 
integral operator and the Szegii projection), the function theory and poten- 
tial theory (Hardy spaces, Riemann mappings, harmonic measure), 
and also quasiconformal and bilipschitz mappings. See [CMI-CM3, 
JK, P, Se]. 
For surfaces, it is not at all clear what the analogue of the chord-arc 
condition should be. We shall follow the philosophy of Coifman and Meyer 
and look to the operator theory for guidance. 
One way to characterize chord-arc curves with small constant is through 
the following theorem of Coifman and Meyer: r is a chord-arc curve with 
small constant if and only if the Cauchy integral on r is a small perturba- 
tion of the Cauchy integral on R. This means that the operator 
should be bounded on L’(R) with small operator norm. 
Unfortunately, this condition does not make sense on surfaces, because 
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it uses the arclength parameterization of lY Indeed, to compare the Cauchy 
integral on r to the Cauchy integral on R, we need to be able to identify 
L’(r) with L2(R). There is a variation of this operator-theoretic condition 
that does generalize to surfaces, which we now describe. 
Let T= T, denote the Cauchy integral operator on r, i.e., if f is defined 
on I-. then 
It turns out that r is a chord-arc curve with small constant if and only if 
T is almost self-adjoint, i.e., T- T* has small operator norm on L’(r). 
This is equivalent to requiring that L’(T) be the Banach space direct sum 
of H:(r) and H?(r), and that the angle between these subspaces be 
close to 71/2. Here Hi(r) denote the Hardy spaces of L2 functions on r 
that extend holomorphically to the corresponding component Q, of C\r. 
See David [D]. 
To extend this to surfaces we need an analogue of holomorphy, Cauchy 
kernel, etc., in higher dimensions. For this we use Clifford Analysis [BDS]. 
Let %” denote the Clifford algebra with d generators e, , . . . . ed. This algebra 
is defined by the relations et = -e, (e, = the identity) and e,e, = -ejei if 
i # j. As a vector space over R, dim Vd= 2d. We identify Rd+’ with the 
span of e,, e,, . . . . ed. When d= 1, gd= C; when d= 2, this gives the 
quarternions. 
Define the operator 9 on gd-valued functions f on Rdfl by 
9f = Cf= D e,(af/ax,). This is the analogue of 8 for Clifford Analysis. If f 
satisfies G?f = 0 in some domain in Rd+‘, we say that f is Clifford 
holomorphic there. 
If r is a hypersurface in Rd+ ‘, we define the Clifford-Cauchy integral on 
r by 
T,f(x) = PU jr ,;I;,:: 1 Ny)f(y) dyt 
where x E r, f is a function defined on r, dy denotes surface measure on r, 
d d 
x* = xOeO - 2 eixi if x = xOeO + 1 xiei, 
1 I 
and n(y) denotes a continuous choice of unit normal for I-, viewed as an 
element of Span{ eO, e, , . . . . ed} g Rd+ ‘. The relationship between the 
Clifford-Cauchy integral and Clifford holomorphic functions is much the 
same as in the classical case (see [BDS] ). 
[In the setup above, the x0 direction is distinguished. However, we could 
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instead have embedded Rd+ ’ into Vd+ ’ by identifying Rd+ ’ with 
Span(e,, . . . . e d+ I >, and we could have defined 9 by 9 = C:’ ’ e,(a/&,), 
etc. This setup is more “invariant.” The results we obtain do not change, 
and can be obtained from the above setup by adding a dummy variable.] 
Throughout this paper we make the a priori assumptions that I’ is a con- 
nected C2 hypersurface (i.e., embedded submanifold) in Rd+’ such that 
Tu (co} is a C2 hypersurface in Rd+’ u {co} = ,Sd+‘. Of course none of 
our estimates will depend on these a priori assumptions. We do allow r to 
have nontrivial topology, e.g., handles. Algebraic topology implies that r is 
orientable and that Rd+ ’ \r has exactly two components, Q, and Sz- . We 
fix once and for all our orientation on r, and we let n(x), x E r, be the unit 
normal that points into Q, . We define H:(r) just as for curves, but using 
Clifford holomorphy. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let the quantities a, /?, y, q be as defined below. Then 
one is small $ the others are: for every E >O there is a 6 >O so that if one 
is <6, then the others are d E. Moreover, if any one of them is sufficiently 
small, then a M p z y. 
As usual, a E f3 means a < C/? and /I 6 Ca for some geometric constant C. 
The relationship with q is a little more complicated, but not too bad. 
We say that r is a chord-arc surface with small constant if one of 
a, /?, y, q is small for r. 
Let us define the various constants a, fl, y, q. 
(a) a = the operator norm of TF - T, on L’(T). 
(B) B = n/2 - the angle between H:(T) and H:(r), i.e., 
cos( 7c/2 - /?) = sup 
1 
(Lg) :f df:(r),gdP(r) . 
llfllz llgllz 1 
This inner product (S, g) is defined using the natural inner product 
on 9Zd, which is defined by declaring distinct monomials ei,eiz . . . eiU, 
. . zr < z2 < . . . < i,, to be orthogonal. 
(y) y is the smallest number such that the following hold. First, we 
require that the normal n: r+ Sd should have BMO norm <y. The BMO 
norm on r is defined to be 
1 
‘If ‘I* = yz IB(x, R) n rl s If(v)-fx.RIdh B(X, I?) n I- 
xer 
where f;,R denotes the average off over B(x,R) n r, B(x,R) denotes the 
ball with center x and radius R, and (El denotes the surface measure of E. 
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We require also that for every x~f, R>O, y~B(x, R)n r, we have 
/ (X - y, n,,,) 1 < yR. When r is a curve, one can derive this condition from 
the preceding one. For surfaces it is not clear, but seems unlikely. [Note: 
The author has now proved that simply taking y = llnil* does work. This 
and related topics will be in a separate paper.] 
(v]) q is the smallest real number such that the following two condi- 
tions hold. First, for every s E r, R > 0, 
(0.3) 
where vd is the volume of the unit ball in Rd. Second, for each X, y E r, 
(0.4) 4x,y)6(l+ul) /~-.A, 
where d(x, y) is the geodesic distance between x and y, i.e., the length of the 
shortest arc on I- that joins x to y. 
We shall see in the proof of the Main Theorem that there is another 
equivalent definition, which requires in particular that for each XE I-, 
R > 0, there is a Lipschitz graph G with small constant so that rn BR(x) 
agrees with G n B(x, R) except for a set with measure that is small com- 
pared to Rd. (See Proposition 5.1.) 
In the sequel to this paper we shall show that r will have to be 
homeomorphic to Rd if it is a chord-arc surface with small constant. In fact 
we will build parameterizations that are Holder continuous with the expo- 
nent tending to 1 as the chord-arc constant goes to zero. We will also get 
Lp estimates on the first derivatives, with p + cc as the chord-arc constant 
goes to 0. The inverse of the parameterization will satisfy similar estimates. 
The obvious question of whether there is a bilipschitz parameterization 
remains unsolved. It is also not known if there is a quasisymmetric 
parameterization, except when d= 2, which will also be proved in the 
sequel. (A map is quasisymmetric if it satisfies distortion estimates like 
those of a quasiconformal map of R” onto itself.) 
Another open problem is to characterize chord-arc surface with small 
constants in terms of potential theory. Chorddarc curves with small con- 
stant can be characterized in terms of the associated Riemann mapping, or 
by conformal welding. These characterizations can be reformulated in 
terms of harmonic measure, and one can look for higher dimensional 
analogues. For example, given a bounded domain centered about the 
origin, when is its harmonic a small perturbation of surface measure? Here 
“small perturbation” means that a weight u’ should be allowed with 
I/log NJ/~ * small. The proofs in 1 variable use conformal mappings and do 
not extend. New proofs are needed that are more geometrical. 
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Let us outline the organization of the proof of the Main Theorem. In 
Section 1 we prove the equivalence of c( and /I. This reduces to abstract 
nonsense. The proof that CI gives y is given in Sections 2 and 3. This 
argument does not give the estimate y < CE if tx is small, so we do that in 
Section 4. In Section 5 we show that y small implies that r can be locally 
well approximated by Lipschitz graphs. This is used in Section 6 to go 
from y back to 01, using good-A. inequalities. The remaining two sections are 
devoted to the equivalence of y and q. 
1. THE EQUIVALENCE OF a AND fi 
Let H*(Q+ ) be the Banach space of Clifford holomorphic functions on 
R, whose nontangential maximal function lies in L’(T). Our a priori 
assumptions on r ensure that these spaces have all the usual properties. 
Let ( ., . ) denote the inner product on %” defined in the Introduction. 
If A: vd+qd is defined by A(x)=eix, then A*(x)= -eix, i= 1, . . . . d. 
This is easily verified using (A(x), y) = (x, A*(y)) applied with x, y 
monomials. (Very few cases are nonzero.) 
Iff, g are Vd-valued functions on r, then we define 
<A g> = s, U-(x)~ g(x) >dx. 
The adjoint of T, takes the form 
(1.1) TFf(x) = --PO jr+,* ,;;,,:; J-(y) 4.
Let E(x) = o;‘(x*/lxl d+‘) denote the Clifford-Cauchy kernel, where wd 
is the surface area of Sd. Given f on f, define F on Rd+ ’ \I’ by 
(1.2) F(x) = .c, 0 -xl n(~)f(~) 4, x $f r. 
Set F, = FJ,?. 
If jis the boundary value function of GE H*(@+ ). then F, = G and 
F- z 0. The situation for H*(Q _ ) is similar. Thus we can identify H*(a f ) 
with the subspaces of L*(T) of their boundary value functions. 
Now let f be any function in L*(r). Let f, be the boudary values on r 
of F,. Just as in the complex plane, we have the Plemelj formula: 
(1.3) f, = f if+& T,(f). 
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Define the Cauchy projections C, in L2(r) by 
Thus C, is the projection of L*(r) onto H:(T) with kernel H;(r). 
Let S, and S- denote the self-adjoint (&ego) projections of L*(T) onto 
H:(r). By definition, cos (7r/2-p)= I(S+S- 11. 
We shall use an identity of Kerzman and Stein [KS]. By definitions, 
s+=c+s,, s, =s*, =s:c*, =s,c*,, c,=s,c+ 
whence 
(1.4) s, - c, = S+(C*, -C+), s, = c+u+ (C*, -C+))-‘. 
Because CT - C, is anti-self-adjoin& Il(1+ (C*+ - C,)))‘11 < 1. 
If c( = \lTF - T,(I =wd liC*, -C+ /I is small, then [IS+ -C+ /I is small, 
and similarly II S_ - CP I( is small. This gives 11 S, S- (I small if tl is small, 
because C, C- = 0. Moreover, (1.4) implies 
(1.5) l/C+ II Q2 if ad 1, 
and we get fl<Ccr if a<l. 
Conversely, suppose that /I is small. In particular we get I(S+ S 11 < 28. 
GivenfEL2(r), letf, =C,f, so thatf=f+ +f-, and 
lIfll’= Ilf, II2 + llf- II2 + 2u+ >f- > 
I(f+L>I~lls+s-II Ilf+II IlfpII 
648(llf+ /12+ Ilf- II’). 
Hence llfll’> (I- fV)(llf+ II2 + Ilf- 112), which implies that IIC, I( 6 2 if 
/? < l/16. 
We also get IIC, -S+ II <4/I: 
From S*, = S, we now derive IIC*, - C, II < 8/I if fl is small enough. 
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2. c( SMALL IMPLIES y SMALL, STEP 1 
It would be much easier to go from CI to y if we had a lower bound on 
(2.1) 
inf I& R)nrl 
XE r Rd ’ 
R>Q 
Our a priori assumptions on f ensure that this quantity is positive, but we 
need to control it in terms of E. Notice that if r is a curve, then (2.1) is at 
least 2. 
If we could control (2.1), then it would be much easier to go from GC to 
y, by estimating II( TF - Tr)fJ12 for suitable choices of f: On the other 
hand, it turns out that if y is small enough, then we can control (2.1). To 
show that c( controls y, we play these two things off each other. We do this 
in two steps. 
In this section we do the first step. Roughly speaking, we shall show that 
if (2.1) is under control for R d R,, R, > 0 given, then we can control y for 
R < R,. See the lemma below. In the next section we show that this allows 
us to control (2.1) for R d 2R,,, so that we can iterate. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p > 0 be given. Suppose that 
(2.3) IB(x, R) n rl> ;20-dvdRd 
for all R < p and z E lY If CI = )I TF - T, I/ is small enough, then 
( f > 
112 
(n-nZ.,12dy <CLX”(~+‘) 
l-n B(r, R) 
for all ZEN, R<p. Here fA=(l/lA()JA andn,,=f,,B(r,p)n(y)dy. Also, 
ifcr is small enough, z, WET, Iz-ww( <R<p, then 
(2.5) RP1 )(z-ww,n,,R)l~Cc11”d+1)2. 
(The specific number on the right side of (2.3) does not really matter.) 
To prove Lemma 2.2, we first need a preliminary fact. 
LEMMA 2.6. c( 6 1 implies that 
(2.7) ITn B(z, R)J < CRd 
for all R > 0, z E I-. 
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From (1.5) we have that (/ T,/I 6 C if CY d 1. For i= 0, 1, . . . . d, define 
operators Ti on L’(r) by 
Thus 11 Tj I( 6 (1 T, I( for each i. Define g,,f, E L’(T) by 
g(y) = Xe(z.R)nAYL fAv)= (Yi-~i)dY). 
From jl T, jl d C we get 
2 ITn B(z, R)12 Rp”+I. 
This gives (2.7) 
Let us prove the first part of Lemma 2.2. Let R < p and z E f be given. 
Let L > 10 be large, to be chosen later. Choose w  E r so that Iz- WI = LR. 
We have 
n(x)* (x - .v) + tx* - Y*) n(y) 
lX-yld+’ dy ’ dx 
from (2.7) and (1.1). We want to control the left side of (2.4) in terms of 
the left side of (2.8) plus an error that will be small when L is large. 
Using (2.7) again, we get 
n(x)* (z - Y) + (z* - y*) n(y) 
IZ- yld+’ 
dy ’ d.x 
< Cct2Rd+ CL-‘dp2Rd. 
From (2.3) we now get 
s L-2dln*(x) - constantI’ dx rn B(2.R) 
< Ca2Rd+ CL-2d-2Rd \ 




In(x) - const12 dx 6 CuLd+ CL-‘. 
Taking L = u-‘lcd+ ‘I, we get (2.4). 
Now let us prove the second part of Lemma 2.2. Let ZET and R <:p be 
given. It suffices to show that u, v E B(z, R) n r and Iu - u( 3 R/2 imply 
Let a > 0 be small, to be chosen later. If f is real-valued, then 
Using Cauchy-Schwarz and the definitions we have 
in,,,.,,) JJ;,,,.,.,, IX- yld+’ 
(x-Y,n(x)+n(Y)) dy dx 
) 
< CUE. 
The idea is to control the left side in (2.11) by the left side in this last plus 
an error that goes to zero as a goes there. 
Using (2.4) and (I r,II < C we can replace n(x) and n(y) by nu,aR and 
n “&R, with errors that are not too bad. One of the error terms is controlled 
by 
J I Ti-(x B(u,aR) n I- ’ tn -%+?R))l l-nB(u,aR) 
< C(LZR)~” (s B(v,aR)nT ln-ni,aRi2)“2 
The other error term is of the same size. Thus we get 
< cudRdu + cudRduMd+ 1) < CudRdu’l(d+‘)~ \ 
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Standard doubling arguments and (2.4) yield ln,.,R - n_.R I d 
C(log( l/u)) !X1’cd+ l), and similarly for u replaced with u. Hence 
Replacing x and y by u and v and moving the errors to the right gives 
(2.13) l(u-~,n,.~)I(aR)‘~R-~-’ 
< cRdadall’d+ 1) + C(&)‘d+ 1 R-d- 1. \ 
Thus the left side of (2.11) is at most 
C(a-%zl”“+ ‘)+ a). 
Choosing a = alitd + ’ )’ gives (2.11). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
3. CI SMALL IMPLIES y  SMALL, STEP 2 
LEMMA 3.1. There is a 6~0 so that ifcl<S and if 
(3.2) IB(x, R) n rl> ;4-dvdRd 
.for R d p, then (3.2) holds for R < 2~. 
From Lemmas 3.1 and 2.2 and our a priori assumptions on r we get 
that M small implies y small. In the next section we show that y 6 Cz if tl 
is small. 
Our proof of Lemma 3.1 will use only (2.7) and the conclusion of 
Lemma 2.2; TF - T, no longer plays a role. 
The idea behind the proof of Lemma 3.1 is the following. Suppose that 
(3.2) holds for Rdp. Then (2.4) and (2.5) hold for R =p, which should 
imply that I- is almost a hyperplane in B(u, p) for any given u E f. In 
particular, we should get that 
ITn B(u, p)I > (1 - small) vdpd. 
This in turn implies that (3.2) holds for R < 2~. 
607!8S,‘?-6 
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Let us make this precise. Let p > 0 be such that (3.2) holds for R < p, so 
that (2.3) holds for R <2p. Let UET be given. 
The following notations will be used throughout the rest of this paper, 
with minor variations. Set n,, = n,2P. Using u, n, we define new coordinates 
on Rd+‘. If XER~+~, we write x as x=u+tn,+& where PER and 
(EH,,= {v]ER~+‘: qln,}. Let %? denote the cylinder {x= ([, t): It( <p, 
151 <p). Thus ‘8’ is centered at u and circumscribes B(u, p). Let 
17: Rd+i + H, be defined by n(x) = [. 
Our goal is to prove that 
(3.3) WrnVz (ICI <P>. 
Let us show why this implies Lemma 3.1. Because %? G B(u, 2p), and 
because (2.3) holds for R < 2p, we conclude from (2.5) that 
if c1 is small enough. Combining this with (3.3) we get ITn B(u, p)/ 2 
2-dvdpd, so that (3.2) holds for R such that p < R < 2~. 
The idea for proving (3.3) is the following. If l7(rn %?) is a proper subset 
of {Ii/ <p>, then r has to fold over on itself. But (2.4) says that n(x) is 
close to n, on Tn V except on a small set. If r did fold over in %?, this 
small set would have to be large. To make this precise, we use degree 
theory. We first need to get some more information about r from (2.4) 
and (2.5). 
Define 
(3.4) e,s(Y) = sup f In(x) - nu,s I dx. 
Thus we are taking the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of In - nu,s 1, 
except that we restrict ourselves to balls of radius <s. Let y(s) denote the 
supremum of (2.4) and (2.5) over all R<s and ZE r. 
For s = 2p we have 
The reason for the first inequality is that r behaves like a space of 
homogeneous type for balls of radius R d 4p, so that the Lp estimates for 
the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function are available [CWl, 21. Here we 
have used (2.7) and our hypothesis that (3.2) holds for R<p. Notice that 
y(4p) is controlled by tl because of Lemma 2.2. 
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These estimates on r&, are useful because of the following inequality. If 
R d s, z, YG’T, \z- yl<R, then 
(3.6) I(=-y,n,.,)I Rp’dy(s)+nfT,,(~). 
Indeed, 
and this is at most the right side of (3.6) by definitions. 
Let us now prove (3.3). We use elementary degree theory (see pp. 5-9 of 
[N]). If c1 is small enough, then 
Hence the degree of the map I7 from r n %? into {1: : 151 6 p } is constant on 
{[[I < p}. To show that this map in onto, it suffices to show that the degree 
is 1 at some point. 
Choose y E Tn GF? so that n:,,,(y) < f. In particular, In(y) - n, 1 d 4. Such 
a point exists if c1 is small enough, because of (3.5) and Lemma 2.2. If o! is 
small enough so that y(4p) < f, then n(x) = n( y) implies x = y for any 
x E Tn V. Indeed, if n(x) = n(y), then x - y is parallel to n, = nu.2p, which 
then violates (3.6). Because In(y) -n,I < 5, y is not a critical point of 
nl TnT, and the Jacobian of this map at y is positive. It now follows that 
the degree at Z7( y) is 1. 
We should remark that there is a more elementary way of proving the 
existence of this point y E Tn % than using the estimate (3.5). Let us sketch 
the argument. We want to show that the set A = (z E rn U:n(z) is close to 
n, but Zl -‘(n(z)) n I- contains more than just the one element z) has 
small measure, so that the set of useful y’s is nonempty. To show that A 
has small measure, we observe that if fl-‘(n(z)) has more than one 
element, then the next one closest to z-call it x-has to have n(x) pointing 
down, i.e., more in the direction of -no than n,. In particular, n(x)-n, 
will not be small, and we know that the set of such x’s has small measure. 
One can then show that I Al is also small. 
4. a SMALL IMPLIES yd Ca 
In the previous two sections we showed that a small implies that y is 
small, but we did not get y < Ca. We also obtained that 
(4.1) C-‘RJG Irn B(x, R)I G CRd 
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for all R >O and XE r, with C depending only on d. Let us use this to 
prove that y < CM if c1 is small enough. The reader may wish to postpone 
or skip this section of technical improvement. 
Our argument is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2. Let z E r and 
R > 0 be given, and let L > 1 be large to be chosen later. Choose w  E r so 
that /w-z/ = LR. We still have (2.8) and (2.9), but we need a somewhat 
stronger version of (2.9): 
(4.2) left hand side of (2.9) 
d Cm2Rd -I- C n(x)* & 4 Y)* 
2 
+ E(z, x, Y) 4~) dy dx, 
where E(z, x, v) = E(x - v) - E(z - y). 
Set IZ~ = nz,R. We have that 
(4.3) n(x)* -G x9 Y)* + E(z, x, Y) n(y) 
= (n(x)* -no*) m x, Y)* + E(z, x, yM(y) -no) 
+ 2(&l, E(z, 4 Y)>. 
We have used the fact that a*b*+ab=2(a, b) if a, bERd+‘. 
For the last term we have 
(n,,E(z,x,y))=(n,,x-z)(x- y(-d-l 
+ (n,, z - y) { Ix - y( --‘d- * - /z - yl --d- l>, 
whence 
(4.4) ~(n,,E(z,~,y))l~yRlx-yl-~-’ 
+CI(~,--n,,R+n,,R,~-~)l R Iz-JJ-~-~ 
< CYR-~L-~--~ + C(log L) YR-~L-~-- 
+ CJJR-~L-~- I. 
(For the middle term, we have used llnll* < y.) 
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Putting (4.3) back into (4.2), and using (4.4) and IE(z, x, y)l 6 C 
RpdLedpl, we get 
LHS of (2.9) < Ca’Rd + C s In(x)-n,l* Lp2d-’ d.X 
/-nl3Cr.R) 
+c s ( 
In(y)-n,) dy * R-dL-2d-2 
TnB(w,R) > 
+ Cy2(log L)* RdLpzd-* 
< &‘Rd+ Cy2Rd(log L)’ L-2dp2. 
Analogous to deriving (2.10) from (2.9) we now have 
(4.5) 
(s 
In(x) - const12 dx < CCI’L”~+ Cy2(log L)* Lp2. 
I-nB(z,R) > 
Similarly, we want to adjust the estimates in the proof of (2.5). Observe 
that 
(4.6) sup l(z-y,n,)l R-%2sup{lu-u,n,)l R-‘}, 
yedlr.R)nl- 
where the sup on the right is taken over U, u E B(z, R) with IU - uI > R/2. 
Let a > 0 be small, to be chosen later. Fix U, v E B(z, R), Iu - 01 > R/2. 
Analogous to the derivation of (2.12), we have that 
(4.7) LHS of (2.12) < CudRdct + CadRd llnll* 
+ C log: aZdRd jlnll, 
( > 
d CadRdor + CadRd lIn(l *. 
To control the RHS of (4.6) by the (LHS) of (2.12) we first observe that 
dCa log: yRpd 
( > 
when x E B(u, aR) and y E B(u, aR). 
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Combining this with (4.7) we get 
I(u-u,n,)l(aR)2dR-d-’ 
< C(LHS of (2.12)) 
+c 
G CadRdor + CadRd llnll* + CaZd+ ’ yRd. 
Hence 
(4.8) ((u-u,n,)l R-lQCa-dol+Ca-dIJnll,+Ca log: y. 
( > 
Let us combine (4.5) and (4.8). We first observe that /InIl: is controlled 
by the right side of (4.5), which we can substitute into (4.8). We can then 
add this new version of (4.8) to (4.5) and take suprema over z, R (using 
(4.6)) to obtain 
+Cy (logL)L-‘+a log: 
I ( )I . 
If we take a small enough, and then take L large enough, we get 
y < Ccr + iy, which gives the desired inequality. 
5. y  SMALL IMPLIES MUCH ABOUT I' 
The techniques in Section 3 can be used to show that if 0: is small then 
r is locally well approximated by Lipschitz graphs with small constant. In 
this section we do this precisely, starting with the a priori weaker condition 
that y is small. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If y is small enough, then r has the following proper- 
ties. First, for every z E r and R > 0, 
(5.2) (I- cy) VdRd< Ir’n B(z, R)I < 1+ Cy log i 
> 
vdRd. 
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Second, let z E I+, R > 0, p E (lOy, 4) be given, and set n, = nz,2R. Let V!, ([, t), 
H,, , and U: Rd+ ’ + H, be as in Section 3. Then there is a Lipschitz function 
g:H,+R, IlVgll,<Cp, whose graph G={.xER~+I: x=(c,t), t=g([)} 
approximates r in %? in the sense that 
(5.3) IVn {(T\G)u (G\r)}l <Cexp(-spy-‘) Rd 
for some C, a > 0. Furthermore, W n r = F u B, where IBI 6 
Cexp(-apcyp’)Rd, FsG, and whereyE%‘nnandyEB impl) 
(5.4) IY- (WY), g(Wy)))l 6 Ccl diNn(y), W’)). 
Also, Iz(%? n r) = { I[/ < p} 
In other words, l-n ‘@ agrees with G n %’ except on a small set, and (5.4) 
says that even on the bad set Tn GTF? stays very close to G. 
We could more or less read this off from our work in Section 3, except 
for one thing. In Section 3 we used the assumption that c( was small only 
in applying Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6. If y is small, we not need the former, but 
we have to do something about the latter. However, we can fix this with 
arguments similar to those in Section 3. 
LEMMA 5.5. There is a 6 > 0 so that if y d 6 and if 
(5.6) +4-d~dRd~ Irn B(x, R)I ~2. 10dvdRd 
holds for all x E r, R d p, then (5.6) also holds for R < 2~. 
Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 5.5 follow from the next lemma and our a 
priori assumptions on r (which imply that (5.6) holds for small enough R). 
LEMMA 5.7. I f  y is small enough, .and if (5.6) holds for all x E r, R 6 p, 
then the conclusions of Proposition 5.1 hold for all 2 E r, R 6 2~. 
Lemma 5.7 is proved using the same arguments as in Section 3. Let p > 0 
be as in the hypotheses of the lemma, and let UE r be given, We use the 
same notation as in Section 3. Define F, B c Q? n r by 
(5.8) F= {xE%?nr:&,<p}, B=VnT\F. 
Thus F is the good set, B the bad set. Then we have 
(5.9) IBI <Cexp(-apyp’)pd. 
To see this, we first observe that 
s exp(ty-’ In(x) - nu.2p I) dx < 10 B(U.4P) n r 
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for some geometric constant t > 0. This again uses the fact that r behaves 
like a space of homogeneous type for balls of radius < lop (because of our 
assumption that (5.6) holds for R< p), so that we can apply the 
John-Nirenberg lemma to the BMO function n at the scale of 4~. 
Using the Lp estimates for the HardyyLittlewood maximal function on r 
restricted to balls of radius <2p, we get 
(5.10) 
s ev(by-‘n:,,,) G C B(u,Zp)nr 
for some geometric constants b, C. It is easy to derive (5.9) from (5.10). 
(For most applications, (3.5) is adequate.) 
For x E %? n r, let c(x) and t(x) denote the (i, t) coordinates of x, so that 
i(x)=17(x) and t(x)=(x-u,n,). If x,y~VnT and XEF, then (3.6) 
gives 
(5.11) It(x)-t(v)l=I(x-~,n~)l~(~++Y)Ix-~I 
<2/J Ii(-x) - i(Y 
In particular, n is l-l on F. Let E= 17(F), and define g on E by 
g([(x)) = t(x). From (5.1 l), we get that g is Lip(l) on E, with norm 3~. 
Well-known results tell us that g has a Lipschitz extension to all of H,, 
which we also denote by g, with IlVgll m d Cp. (See [St].) 
Let us check (5.3). Because Q? n T\G is contained in B, that piece is all 
right. Just as in Section 3, n(%Z n r) = { IlJ < p}. Hence 
(5.12) {Ii1 GP}\EG~~(B), 
sothat I{lil<~}\El6Cexp(-u~y-l). 
Because Y? n G\Tc G\n-‘( { Ill < p}\E), the %n G\r part of (5.3) is all 
right also. 
The upper bound in (5.2) follows from (5.3) with p=~‘y log(l/y). 
The lower estimate follows from Z7(% n r) = {[[I < p > and % n r z 
{(L t): I4 sR}. 
It remains to check (5.4). Suppose y E % n I’, y #F. Choose x E F so that 
In(x) - n(y)1 = dist(ZZ(y), 17(F)). Since XE F, we get from (5.8) that 
It(x) - t(y)1 d 3~ K’(x) - NJJ)I. Also, t(x)= g(W)), and Ig(Wx)) - 
g(n(y))l < C,u In(x) - Z7(y)l, because of the Lipschitz condition on p. 
From all these (5.4) follows easily. 
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6. y  SMALL IMPLIES u SMALL, cc&Q 
The most direct way to do this is to use good-E, inequalities to reduce to 
the known results for Lipschitz graphs. Alternatively, one could use the 
T( 1) theorem for o-Calderon-Zygmund operators, as in the example in 
[CDMS] for chord-arc curves with small constant. 
The proof that y controls o! via good-1% inequalities is fairly standard once 
we have Proposition 5.1. One complication that occurs is that TF - T, is 
not a Calderon-Zygmund operation, but is more like a commutator with 
a multiplication operator. That is not a big deal; one can still use good-E,, 
as in [CRW]. (In our case, it is a good idea to first show that y small 
implies /I T,Ij < C.) 
We shall leave the proof that CI < Cy if y is small as an exercise in good-ll 
inequalities to the interested reader. Let us mention one fact that is helpful 
for doing the argument. 
Suppose 2 E I- and R > 0 are given, and let %?‘, n,, ([, t) be as before. Let 
g, G, F be as in Proposition 5.1. There is a natural map from Tn % to 
G n V, given by sending x E r n Q?’ to (n(x), g(Z7(x))). Thus a measure on 
Tn % can be pushed down to a measure on G n V. If f is an L’ function 
on Tn 9, we can identify it with the measure f(y) dy, and push it down 
to a measure 7 on G n %‘. On the good set F, T,f and TGy will be nearly 
the same, with the error controlled using (5.4). 
7. y  SMALL IMPLIES q SMALL 
The part of ye that comes from (0.3) is controlled by y via Proposi- 
tion 5.1. We must deal with (0.4). 
Let 
(7.1) s=sup 
Our a priori assumptions on r imply that S is finite. We shall prove an a 
priori inequality for S that forces it to be close to 1 when y is small. 
The idea is as follows. Let U, u E r be given. If r were the graph of a 
Lipschitz function with small norm, this would be easy. By Proposition 5.1, 
r looks like such a graph G inside B(u, R), R = 2(u - u), except on a small 
set. We want to find a curve in r that joins u to u with length only a little 
bigger than JU - a(. In the graph G, there are many such curves. To get the 
curves to lie on r. we have to fix them on the bad set. We shall do an 
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averaging, so that this adjustment will be small on average because the bad 
set is small. 
Let us make this precise. Fix U, u E r. Set R = 2 (U - VI and n, = Q~. Let 
%Y, (i, t), 17, H,,, F, g, G, p, etc., be as in Sections 3 and 5. Let e > 0 be 
small, to be chosen later. Let v = n(u). Given co E H,,, we let Bd(&,, r) = 
{i: li - [,, I < r}, with the superscript d used to emphasize that we are in 
H,,rRd. 
We know that Z7(rn %) = {IQ <p}. For < such that IQ <p, let J(c) be 
some point in rn V such that n(J(c)) = [. Recall that 
(7.2) I’n %? E (K, f): I4 G&R}, 
by definition of y. 
By definition, d(u, u) is the length of the shortest arc on r that joins u 
to u. We shall dominate this minimum by an average. For each 
8 E Bd(o, eR), we have 
(7.3) d(u, u) d d(u, J(e)) + d(J(B), J(v + 0)) + d(J(v + O), v) 
G s{ 1~ - J(e)1 + IJ(V + e) - VI ] + d(qe), J(V + e)). 
From (7.2) we get 
l-wi + b-.w8)i 68Ry+2 181 <(8y+2e) R. 
Combining this with (7.3) and R = 2 (U - u( yields 
(7.4) d(u,u)<l(u-ul s{16y+2e)+d(.qe),J(v+e)). 
We must control this last term. We want to find a nice curve on r that 
joins J(e) to J(v + 0). Let L, denote the line segment in Ho that joins 0 to 
v + 0. We define a map pe: L, + r as follows. Of course pe(B) = J(8) and 
pB(J(v + 0)) = J(v + 0). Let E= n(F), F given by (5.8); F is closed, and so 
E is too. On L, n E, we let p@(l) = n-.‘(c) = (5, g(i)). Because Lo\E is 
relatively open in Lo, it is a union of intervals Ai with endpoints ai, bi lying 
in (L, n E) u (0, v + 0}. On such an interval Ai, let pe parameterize a 
geodesic in r that joins ai to bi. 
Observe that 
(7.5) lPO(ai)-PPs(bi)l d (I + Q+ Cp) Jai-bjl* 
Indeed, if a, or bi lies in E, so that ps(ai) or p,(b,) lies in F, this follows 
from (3.6) and the definition of F. Otherwise, ai = 8, b, = v + 8, and (7.5) 
comes from the definitions and (7.2). 
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Altogether we get that 
length ofp,(L,) < length(p@ over L, n E) + c length(p, over Ai) 
The second term uses (7.5 ) and (7.1). The first term uses the fact that F lies 
on a Lipschitz graph with constant Cp. Thus we obtain 
(7.6) d(J(B), J(v + 0)) <length ofp,(L,) 
6 (1 + Cp) lu- VI + (I+ cy + Cp) s (LB\EI, 
where (L,\E\ denotes the length of L,\E. 
Combining (7.6) and (7.4) and then averaging over 8, we get 
(7.7) d(u,u)d~u-u~{(Cy+2e)S+l+C~) 
cs 
+ (er)” 4 Bd(o,e~) ‘Lo’El de’ 
From Fubini it is not hard to see that 
s , ~(~ eR, I&\EI de Q C(eJ) I { ICI 6 R)\El 




exp(aly ~ ‘) Rd. 
Divide this last by IU - VI = ;R and take the sup over U, u. This gives 
If e, y are small enough, the first term is < 4s. We can choose p so that 
p d ky and so that the last term is d is. This gives S < 1 + Cy, as desired. 
Note that for chord-arc curves the analogous estimate is S < 1 + Cy’. 
8. TV SMALL IMPLIES y  SMALL 
The organization of the proof is similar to that of Sections 3 and 5: we 
show that if q is small, and if y is small up to scale p with a not so great 
estimate, then y is small up to scale p with a very good estimate, given in 
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terms of q. This then allows us to control y with a worse estimate on a 
slightly larger scale, and we iterate. 
We shall work with a minor variation of y. Let 6(R) denote the smallest 
number 6 so that for all z E r we can find a unit vector n, so that 
(8.1) I<z-y,n,)l<6R if y E B(z, R) n r; 
WI f In(x)-n,12dx<6. B(r. r) n I- 
Clearly y is small if 6(R) is small for all R. 
LEMMA 8.3. There are constants E, C > 0, depending only on d, so that ij 
(8.1) and (8.2) hold for all R d p with 6 d E, then they hold for R < p with 
6=Ctj. 
We shall first prove the lemma, and then show it allows us to iterate. We 
first need some technical lemmas. Let co(A) denote the convex hull of the 
set A, and let A, = {x E Rd+‘: d(x, a) < r}. 
LEMMA 8.4. rf x E I’, r > 0, and A = Tn B(x, r), then co(A) c A,, for 
some C > 0. 
This gives a fairly precise sense in which f is flat if q is small, and it will 
allow us to control the constant in (8.1). To prove Lemma 8.4, we first 
need another lemma, whose proof is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 8.5. Suppose P, Q E Rd+’ and a(t), 0 < t < I, is the arclength 
parameterization of an arc that joins P to Q. Then for 0 Q t d I 
Thus, if the length is close to 1 P- Ql, then the curve stays close to the 
line segment that joins P to Q. 
Lemma 8.4 follows from Lemma 8.5, (0.4), and the fact that if x~co(A), 
A E Rd+ ‘, then x is a convex combination of d+ 2 points in A. (See 
CR, P. 731.) 
LEMMA 8.6. Let XE r, 0 < r < R c co be given. Then there is a set 
I~rn B(x, R) with at most CRdrpd elements such that Tn B(x, R)s 
UI WY, r). 
Thus if A is as in Lemma 8.4, we get from Lemma 8.6 that co(A) has 
Lebesgue measure < Cqrd + ‘. 
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Let I be a maximal subset of f n B(x, R) such that U, v E I implies 
lu-vl>r. Then rnB(x, R)cU,B(y,r) by definition. Also, u,v~Z 
implies that B(u, ir) and B(v, ir) are disjoint, and this together with (0.3) 
gives the bound on the number of elements of I. This proves Lemma 8.6. 
LEMMA 8.7. Let x0 E r and R > 0 be given. Suppose that x,, . . . . X~E 
B(x,, R) n r are such that R-‘(xi - x,), i = 1, . . . . d, are almost orthonormal 
in the sense that 
for all i,. Let N, be a unit vector orthogonal to (xi-x,) for i= 1, . . . . d. Then 
l(v-x0, No)1 GCqRfor yEB(xo, R)nf. 
The point is that if there is a YE A, A = B(x,, R) n r, such that 
l(y-x,, N,)( > QR, then the hypothesis (8.8) will force co(A) to have 
Lebesgue measure bigger than CqRdf ‘, contradicting the remark following 
Lemma 8.6. 
One way to make this precise is to make an almost orthogonal change 
of variables that sends RP ‘(xi - x0) to an orthonormal set orthogonal to 
N,, and to compute in these new coordinates. The details are left to the 
reader. 
Let us prove Lemma 8.3. Thus we assume that (8.1) and (8.2) hold for 
R d p with 6 small, and we wish to show that they hold with 6 = Cq. 
Fix z E r, R < p, and let no correspond to B(z, R) n f as in (8.1) and 
(8.2). We let ([, t), H,, and ZJ be as in Section 3. 
LEMMA 8.9. I f  6 is small enough, then 
We first observe that the degree of the restriction of n to Tn B(z, R) is 
constant on {I<\ < (1 - 6) R}. This follows from 
which is itself a consequence of (8.1). It is enough to show that the degree 
is nonzero at a single point. The argument we give is very similar to the 
one in Section 3. 
Let n,*(y) be as in (3.4), with u = Z, s = R, and nU,s replaced by n,. Just 
as in (3.6), we have that if x, y E B(z, R) n r, then 
(8.10) I(x-~,n~)l lx-.v-‘d6+n,*(.v). 
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Also, analogous to (3.5) we have 
(8.11) 
f , B(r R) 67~)~ dr G Cf In(y)-n,12QC~. B(5,2R) 
This last inequality is not completely trivial, because (8.2) only gives 
control on B(z, R). If r were highly locally disconnected, we would have a 
problem. However, (0.4) gets us out of this trouble. 
From (8.10) and (8.11) we get the existence of y~B(z,(l-6)R)nf 
such that /n(y) - izO I< $ and 6 + n$( y) < 4 (as long as 6 is small enough). 
Just as we argued in Section 3, the degree of our mapping at 17(y) is 1. 
This proves Lemma 8.9. 
From (8.1) and Lemma 8.9 we get that the hypotheses of Lemma 8.7 are 
satisfied with x0 = z. Indeed, we choose x1, . . . . xd~ Tn B(z, R) by requiring 
(R(l -26))-’ n(xi-z) to be orthonormal in Ho. From (8.1) we get that 
R-‘(xi-z) are almost orthonormal if 6 is small enough. 
Let N,, be as in Lemma 8.7. Either IN,, - n, ( < C6 or IN0 - (-no)/ < C6, 
by construction, and we may assume that the first holds, since otherwise we 
can replace No by -No. Let R0 be the hyperplane orthogonal to N,,, and 
let is: Rdtl + fi, be as in Section 3, i.e., n(x) is the orthogonal projection 
of x-z onto R,. 
LEMMA 8.12. Zf 6, rl are small enough, then 
(8.13) il(rnB(~,R))1(r~ifg:J1;(<(1-C~)R}. 
(The important difference between this and Lemma 8.9 is that we have 
replaced 6 by Cq. ) 
From Lemma 8.7 we get that 
I?(d(hB(z,R)))c([:(l-Cry)R<([l<R}. 
Thus the degree of if restricted to B(z, R) n f is constant on the right side 
of (8.13). Because IN,, - no I< CS, one can-prove that this degree is 1 using 
exactly the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 8.9. This proves 
Lemma 8.12. 
To prove Lemma 8.3 we want to show that (8.1) and (8.2) hold with 6 
replaced by Cq if n, is replaced by N,. For (8.1) this follows from 
Lemma 8.7. We need to check (8.2). The idea is the following. From (8.10) 
and (0.3) we have that B(z, R) n r and W(B(z, R) n r) have almost the 
same measure. This forces fil Tn B(Z,R) to have Jacobian close to 1 on most 
of Tn B(z, R). This implies that n(x) has to be close to N,, on most of 
Tn B(z, R). We shall compute this precisely and obtain (8.2) with the 
above replacements. 
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Let X= Tn B(z, R) A fi-‘( { I[\ < (1 - Cq) R}). From (8.13) and (0.3) 
we obtain 
(8.14) 1x1 2 (1 - cq)d V,Rd, (Tn B(z, R)\X[ < CqRd. 
Thus, to control fS(z.A) n r Jn - N, 1 2, it is enough to control the integral 
on X. 
ForxEX,letJ(x)denotetheJacobianofil:X~{(il<(l-Crl)R}.In 
defining J(x), we use surface measure on X and the orientation induced by 
n(x). Clearly J(x) < 1 on X, and moreover 
(8.15) 1 J(x)dx=I(luJ<(l-Cvl)R}ldeg(if,,{lul<(l-Cg)R)). 
X 
This should be viewed as the usual change of variables formula, with 
multiplicities. See p. 7 in [N] for a proof of (8.15). (In the notation of 
[N], p= (vd(1 - CV)~ Rd)-l d<, where du denotes Lebesgue measure on 
Oil < (I- (31 RI.) 
As in the proofs of Lemmas 8.9 and 8.12, the degree factor in (8.15) is 
equal to 1. Thus 
s 
J(X) dx = vd( 1 - CV)~ Rd. 
X 
Because (8.14) and (0.3) imply that 1x1 < (1 + Q) vdRd, we get 
(8.16) s (l-J(x))dx<Cr/Rd. x 
Observe that J(x) = (n(x), N,,). To see this, we first reduce to the case 
where r= a hyperplane, i.e., the tangent hyperplane at x. It is easy to 
reduce further to the case of a line in R2. There the formula is easy. 
Because lln(x)ll = 1, llNoI/ = 1, we have that 
by (8.16). As we noted before, this and (8.14) give (8.2), with n, replaced 
by N,,, 6 by Cq. This completes the proof of Lemma 8.3. 
Let us use Lemma 8.3 to prove that q small implies y small. It suffices 
to show that there is a constant a > 1, depending only on d, so that if (8.1) 
and (8.2) hold for all R<p with 6 GE, E as in Lemma 8.3, then they hold 
for all R < up, with 6 Q E. That this is sufficient follows from Lemma 8.3 
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and our a priori hypotheses on r, which imply that (8.1) and (8.2) do hold 
with 6 GE for all R small enough. 
So suppose (8.1) and (8.2) hold for R < p, with S < E. Then they hold 
with 6 < Cy. If v] and a - 1 are small enough, then (8.2) will still hold for 
p d R <up, with 6 GE, simply because I(B(z, ap)\B(z, p)) n r/ will be 
small. (This uses (0.3)) 
Let us check (8.1). Suppose y~Tn {B(z,aR)\B(z, R)}. By (0.4), we can 
find a path p in r that joins z to y and has length < (1 + v) )z - yl. Using 
Lemma 8.5, we can find a point y, on the path such that 1 y, - z[ = R and 
1 y - y, 1 < C(a - 1 + q) R. If q and a - 1 are small enough, we get that if 
(8.1) holds for 6 = Cq and R <p, then it holds for R 6 up with 6 GE 
(without changing no). 
This completes the proof that q small implies y small. 
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